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To	prepare	timber	

v/	Steinar	Moldal,	Dovre	handverksenter	as.	



Why	is	there	no	rotdamage	in	this	house	from	1776?	
The	house	is	partly	directly	on	the	ground	and	is	completely	fine.	

About	preparing	timber	to	become	a	house	



The	answer	to	why	this	cabin	has	not	rotted	is	visible	here.	
The	timber	is	”spotbarked”	(flekkberkt),	has	”bleeded”	(blæka)	and	been	doing	
so	for	many	years.	We	can	see	the	overgrowth.	



We	can	see	that	something	has	also	been	done	to	this	other	log.	There	is	a	strikingly	large	amount	of	resin	in	the	
spotbarked	wounds,	but	the	tree	has	not	been	standing	for	several	years,	like	we	saw	on	the	previous	log.	



	
”Å	blæke”	(to	bleed)	is	a	word	and	we	have	many	others	that	are	connected	to	
the	process	of	producing	resin	in	the	wood:	
Kvagå,	kvablø,	kovskyte	slindre.	
It	has	been	such	a	common	practice	that	many	different	words	have	been	used	
to	describe	it.	
The	process	itself,	what	we	do,	is	to	”spotbark”	(flekkberkje)	or	
”stripebark”	(slindeberkje),	which	are	methods	of	systematically	injuring	the	
tree.	
The	trees	reaction	to	this	is	that	it	”bleeds”	(kvagå,	kvablø	etc.)	and	resin		is	
produced	and	appears	in	the	wood.	
We	can	call	it	an	immune-reaction.	The	consequense	is	that	the	wood	becomes	
more	durable.	
This	is	something	we	know,	but	we	do	not	know	”how”	much	more	durable	or	
”how	long”	we	have	been	doing	this.	



Drying	
Eventually	we	will	get	into	some	different	techniques	regarding	how	to	prepare	timber	to	become	a	house.	
	
But	first	we	must	not	forget	the	basics,	the	time	for	chopping	the	trees	and	the	drying.	
	
Organisms	that	digest	wood,	either	fungus	or	insects,	need	water.	They	can	not	survive	without	there	being	some	
level	of	moist	in	the	wood.	The	border	is	considered	to	be	25%	of	moist	inside	the	wood,	and	20%	is	considered	to	
be	a	completely	safe	level.	
	
The	intruders	come	in	through	the	outer	part	of	the	sapwood	of	the	tree	and	they	are	active	in	the	warm	parts	of	
the	year.	That	is	why	it’s	so	important	to	chop	and	bark	the	tree	in	wintertime.	This	will	give	the	sapwood	time	to	
dry	before	life	starts	in	the	spring.	
	
The	startingpackage	for	fungus	is	sugar.	In	the	end	of	the	springtime,	in	june	(svatida	in	Norwegian),	it’s	the	time	
that	sugarlevels	are	the	highest.	
Raw	springtimber	is	therefore	very	exposed	to	mold,	discolored	wood	(pioneer	fungi)	and	the	establishment	of	
fungus.	The	sugar	itself	is	the	starting	package.	
This	explains	the	old	rule	that	says	to	“chop	the	timber	before	spring	reveals	itself”.	
Late	fall	and	the	winter,	up	until	the	end	of	February,	is	considered	the	best.	
	
To	split/part	the	wood	on	the	saw	or	with	the	axe	is	also	best	to	do	in	the	early	spring.	Then	we	get	material	that	
has	dry	sapwood	before	insects	and	fungus	are	active.	April	is	considered	a	good	month	for	this	type	of	work/
processing.	



Mold	is	the	first	to	establish,	
followed	by	other	funguses	after	a	
while.	Everything	that	is	moist	and	
contains	sugar	will	mold!	

The	surface	of	the	timber	is	hard	and	smooth.	It’s	hard	for	the	
fungus	to	establish.	But	injuries	in	the	surface	as	a	result	from	
harvest	machines	are	pure	heaven	for	developing	rot.	



Salt	
Sunndalen	(a	place	in	Norway)	gets	cold	air	from	the	North.	A	lot	of	cold	air	comes	down	the	valley	and	out	into	the	
fjord.	Everytime	the	cold	air	hits	the	water	the	water	splashes	onto	the	walls.	Here	the	wood	is	frequently	washed	with	
saltwater	and,	with	5%	of	salt	inside	the	wood,	nothing	gets	the	chance	to	attack	it.	
The	builders	knew	this	since	we	can	only	see	clear	markings	of	the	spotbarking	on	the	logs	that	are	never	in	contact	
with	the	saltwater.	The	question	is	if	this	is	a	onetime	occurance	or	if	we	can	find	similar	cases	in	other	houses	as	well.	



Are	we	on	to	something?	
When	the	trees	are	injured	and	maybe	even	at	the	same	time	are	topped	(kronereduksjon)	the	further	growth	rapidly	
ends.	We	can	often	see	the	results	of	this	in	old	houses.	

These logs in the cabin of Havstein (Tinn 
1350) are rough. They have grown 
quickly for many years until it suddenly 
stopped. That is not natural. 



Her er det bruka etter måten småfalle, tilsynelatande rundt tømmer. 9	

The Fishermanschapel from Fåberg, now in Maihaugen, 
was built in the 15th century. 

I enden av stokken ser vi at han  
ikkje har meir enn ca 70 årringar,  
men avslutta vokster. 
 
 Det er ikkje heilt naturleg	



The cabin from Stave (1280), now at Hallingdal Folkmuseum in Nesbyen, is still almost completely 
original. Only the sides of the roof (ringtroet) and that what is on top looks like it has maybe been renewed. 



Some of the logs are from an outgrown old forrest. 
Here we see a log with only 30 years heartwood. 
More than half of the radius is sapwood. At the same time 
we see that the sapwood is yellowlike and fat (resin). 



This log flume was restored only 10 years ago. 
Now it is already completely rotten. 
The first one lasted for over 70 years. 
44	



These wooden shingles have been on the roof for only 10 years. 
In the old days wooden shingle roofs lasted for at least 60 years. What is happening? 
Today we more and more often repair renovations that were done less than 20 years ago. 
The rotting process in the new often starts again after 5 years, WHY? 



Spotbarking	

We	can	see	that	the	treegrowth	exploded	after	it	was	spotbarked.	



Spotbarked		
						and	
Ringbarked	

Here	we	can	see	that	the	tree	has	stopped	growing	after	it	was	both	spotbarked	and	ringbarked.	



We could continue for ever,-  and many questions arises. 
 
-  There are a lot of things registered. Many questions remain without any answers. 
-  Many trials with several variables have been executed, but where are all the answers 

gathered?   
-  When and who will do something about it? Can we afford not to? 
-  Can we afford our heritage to rot faster after renovations than before? 
-  We assume that there are many different measures that need to be taken to create and use 

the longlasting timber. 
 
Ø  ”Forestry”, the creating, managing, using and conserving of the forest in the correct way 

to create fully grown trees. For spruce this takes 100-150 years and pine 150-250 years. 
Ø”Biological drying”, ringbarking and felling the tree, when, how long and what is gained?
Ø”Artificial aging”, various methods like spotbarking, stripebarking and tree-topping. The 
time of the year, how much and which age is the best? 
Ø  “Washing”, how long and in what type of water? 
Ø  “Salting”, how much and how dry must the tree be before it’s salted?	


